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1.
ABOUT URBAN DISCOVERY

about us
Urban Discovery is a social

enterprise with a mission: keeping
heritage alive in Asian cities for a
vibrant and viable urban future.

We help city governments, NGOs,
and developers to capitalize on the
economic value of heritage.

EXPLORE

unlock history, discover city
secrets and urban legends
LEARN

build on the past to create a
better future
CELEBRATE

value heritage, treasure common
identity and keep collective
memory alive

about us

Why?
While working as an urban planner in Asia, I
became increasingly frustrated with development
being so focused on 'the tallest, the grandest',
with many cities starting to look astonishingly
alike. I started wondering what makes a city ‘feel
good’? For me, it has a lot to do with human
scale, a healthy mix of culture & commerce, a
sense of community and common identity.

Historical neighbourhoods often contain all these elements: street pavements made for walking and
communal spaces are used to perfection, where residents, businesses and shops co-exist. There’s a
vibrancy which is difficult to replicate and so often lost in skyscraper cities.

That’s why I decided to start this new enterprise solely focussing on urban regeneration and heritage
revitalisation in Asia. I find it ironic that developers go to great lengths to create places where people
want to spend time and money but meanwhile destroy older buildings and neighbourhoods that already
have that intrinsic value.

Preserving heritage buildings is often perceived as financially unfeasible. This may be true if one looks at
the short term viability of renovating an old building versus demolition and new construction, especially
in Asia’s competitive real estate market. However, if one looks at the long term benefits of revitalising
historic neighbourhoods rather than individual real estate assets, the economics of heritage start to
make sense.

Our strategic approach is to target both professional clients and individual consumers. We believe that
training, advisory and inspirational products mutually reinforce each other to create awareness.

Dr. Ester van Steekelenburg
Founder Urban Discovery

“

'We all had lots of fun and a wonderful time in Hong Kong, thanks to you

“Old ideas can sometimes use new buildings. New ideas must use old buildings”
and your team.’ BUSS CAPITAL SINGAPORE – 30 PAX
JANE JACOBS – URBAN THINKER & COMMUNITY ACTIVIST

ABOUT THE TEAM
HK

BASECAMP

THE

FREE

LANCE

FORCE

Ester van Steekelenburg .

Lisette van Rhijn . solid

over 15 years international

experience in community

experience in urban regeneration and

investment and corporate social

heritage preservation and founder of

responsibility and a passionate

Urban Discovery

and critical thinker

Gina Agresti . a driven

Adrienne Simons . Dutch graphic

Australian/Italian marketing

designer who has found her muse in

professional with strong track record

colourful and vibrant Hong Kong

in tourism and hotel industry, excited
to call HK home
Stephanie Cheung . an energetic and

Wesley Lai . local photographer

inquisitive traveller with a Global Business

and video journalist who studies

Studies background, her versatility and

geography Hong Kong Baptist

organisational skills are put to the test as

University

our dynamic app Project Manager
Tiffany Tang . local urbanist who is

Kayi Ma . experienced visual and

embarking on an exciting career with a

product designer with a passion for

focus on culture and cities. Having

heritage

lived in France and Finland, she brings
a European flavour back to HK

our services

SERVICES

TYPICAL

advise on economic,
social and cultural
investment potential of
heritage buildings

CLIENTS

consulting
& research

Development Agencies
(World Bank, ADB,
UN, EU etc.)
NGO’s
Local Governments
academic teaching
and training courses,
facilitation of
workshops and
secondary school
learning projects

exhibitions and
events to increase
awareness of the
value of built heritage
in Asian cities

intelligent & creative
mobile apps that
enhance the visitor
experience for
cultural sites and
heritage cities

publications &
products showcasing
results of our projects
& uniqueness of
destinations

professional
training

exhibitions
& events

mobile

apps

Academic Institutes
Secondary Schools
Training Institutes

Museums
Cultural Agencies
Heritage Sites
Real Estate Developers
Tourism/Travel Agencies
Hotels & Hospitality

publications

Individual Consumers

urban discovery
core values

EMPOWERING

EDUCATIONAL

•

•

We build capacity and train local

We provide regular internships to students

heritage groups and communities across

from educational institutes in the Netherlands

Asia

and Hong Kong

•

•

We provide an innovative web & app

platform to bring local knowledge to an

We treasure collaborative partnerships

with universities and schools

international audience
SUSTAINABLE
SOCIAL

•

•

materials for our products

We strive for a positive social &

We engage local craftsman and use durable

cultural impact alongside a financial

•

return

buildings as alternative to new construction

•

•

We tap into the network economy and

adopt a flexible free-lance business model

We advocate preservation of heritage

We contribute to sustainable forms of

cultural tourism

to create value with low overhead
•

We assist local charities in HK with

•

fundraising activities

“

FUN!

We love to inject creative elements

because we think it makes learning more fun
'Weinnovative
all had lots of fun
and a wonderful
time and
in Hong
Kong, thanks to to
you the preservation of Hong
“An
business
approach
contribution
and your team.’ BUSS CAPITAL SINGAPORE – 30 PAX

Kong‟s cultural heritage”

WINNER MAGIC TOUCH AWARD, DUTCHCHAM 2011
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2.

RECENT PROJECTS

consultancy &

research

Redefining the value of heritage in Asia's rapidly changing city landscapes. We advise governments with historic city
centers, reach out to developers that want to capitalise on the social and cultural investment potential of heritage
buildings and work with NGOs to engage the community in heritage revitalisation projects.
ROLE:

Team Leader / Heritage Economics Expert
CLIENT:

Cities Development Initiative for Asia /Asian Development Bank
RESULT:

Policy

&

STRATEGY

Pre-feasibility study for heritage revitalisation & urban upgrading project
(ongoing)
•
•

Yangon Asia’s last city centre with historic architecture intact
Since opening up of country, the city’s inviable heritage under immense
development pressure
PFS aims to create an investment programme and vehicle to channel
public and private investment into rehabilitation of historic properties
in three pilot areas downtown

•
PPP FOR INVESTMENT IN HISTORIC CORE OF YANGON
AUG 13 – JAN 16

ROLE:

Heritage Economics Specialist
CLIENT:

Asian Development Bank
RESULT:

Investment programme for adaptive re-use of colonial fort (ongoing)
•

Mapping Development Potential of Fort Federick and neighbouring
Dutch heritage precincts in Trincomalee town
Analyse current and future functional utility of the fort in its
surroundings
Conduct a feasibility study to assess the economic viability of proposed
use in three scenario’s

•
•
ADAPTIVE RE-USE OF FORT FREDERICK, SRI LANKA
FEB 2015 – ONGOING

ROLE:

Heritage Economics & Tourism Expert
CLIENT:

Hue Conservation & Monuments Board/ NUFFIC / Urban Solutions
RESULT:

Heritage Management Plan for City of Hue
•
•
•
HERITAGE MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR HUE , VIETNAM
AUG 13 - DEC 13

UNESCO required Hue to make heritage management plan to keep
World Heritage Listing
Technical assistance & training to in making the plan and engage public
and private stakeholders
Tailoring planning tools, instruments and GIS to local urban heritage
context

ROLE:

Strategic Advisor Heritage Economics
CLIENT:

Georgian Ministry of Culture
RESULT:

Re-established dialogue between Ministry of Culture and Economics
•
•

URBAN REGENERATION IN TBILISI, GEORGIA
OCT 2013

Because of political changes the dialogue between Ministries of Culture
and Economics concerning cultural heritage preservation went sour
We assisted the Georgian Ministry of Culture and local heritage NGO Tiflis
Hamkari to re-establish the dialogue to develop a more comprehensive
legal framework in order to support private sector investments for historic
properties.

consultancy &

research (cont’d)

Redefining the value of heritage in Asia's rapidly changing city landscapes. We advise governments with historic city
centers, reach out to developers that want to capitalise on the social and cultural investment potential of heritage
buildings and work with NGOs to engage the community in heritage revitalisation projects.
ROLE:

Heritage Economics & Cultural Tourism Specialist
CLIENT:

World Bank / Guizhou Government
RESULT:

Cultural Heritage Strategy (ongoing)
•

Implement support for community based sustainable tourism in
Guizhou province including village infrastructure, restoration of ancient
historic buildings and protection and marketing of intangible heritage
Topics included sustainable tourism, heritage conservation under
development pressures and financing of heritage conservation

•
GUIZHOU CULTURAL HERITAGE PROJECT
DEC 2010

ROLE:

Team Leader / Urban Heritage Expert
CLIENT:

Macau Construction Industry Environmental Protection Society
RESULT:

Outreach campaign on role of heritage in current urban context
•

Designing a public consultation campaign to for inclusive sustainable
urban development in the World Heritage City of Macau
Activities include strategic advice on a public seminar, PR & outreach
campaign and various awareness raising events

•
MACAU 2020: EMBRACIE THE PAST – CREATE THE FUTURE
JULY 2011 - MAY 2012

ROLE:

Heritage Economics Expert
CLIENT:

Semarang Catholic University / Urban Solutions
RESULT:

Heritage strategy & feasibility studies for adaptive re-use
•

Advise to Semarang Catholic University and local city government for
regeneration of dilapidated old city centre.
Activities included (1) strategy for downtown area (2) feasibility studies
for the redevelopment of three historical sites and (3) institutional set up
for a city restoration company

•
FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR ADAPTIVE RE-USE IN SEMARANG
MAR - AUG 2008

ROLE:

Heritage Economics Expert
CLIENT:

Zeytinburnu Municipality/ Istanbul technical University / MATRA fund
Urban Solutions / DHV
RESULT:

Zeytinburnu Area Development Plan
•
•
REGENERATION PILOT IN HISTORIC DISTRICT, ISTANBUL
MAR 2006 - AUG 2008

Pilot project for the newly approved Urban Regeneration Act in one of
Istanbul’s historic districts
Activities include design and management of participatory planning
process and development of PPP financing structures for area based
urban regeneration

professional training

We provide professional training to increase awareness of the value of built heritage in Asian cities.
Our services extend from academic teaching and facilitation of workshops and secondary school learning projects.

ROLE:

Lecturer Cultural Mapping
CLIENT:

Institute for Tourism Studies, Macau (IFT)
RESULT:

Interpretation of tangible and intangible heritage in Macau
•

Cultural mapping exercise with final year students in heritage
management at IFT
Selection and interpretation of heritage sites in two
neighbourhoods: Old Taipa and St. Lazarus
Results shared at community event in St. Lazarus
Student project feeds into iDiscover Macau app

•

CULTURAL MAPPING MODULE, IFT MACAU
FEB 14-JUNE 14

•
•

ROLE:

Heritage Economics Expert / Trainer
CLIENT:

Yangon Heritage Trust / NUFFIC / Institute for Asian Studies Leiden
RESULT:

Roadmap for a management plan for Yangon Heritage Zone
•
•
•
2 WEEK TRAINING HERITAGE MANAGEMENT IN YANGON
JUNE 2013

•

Introduce main principles in international heritage management
and adaptive re-use in urban context
Identify main issues in Yangon heritage zone
Prepare technical, social cultural & heritage profiles of 4 specific
neighborhoods
Organise participatory forum to share results with key stakeholders

ROLE:

Lead Facilitator
CLIENT:

West Island School, Hong Kong & Hanoi International School
RESULT:

Urban Discovery of Shatin and Cheung Chau Island (Hong Kong) &
French Quarter & Tai Ho (Hanoi)
•
•
•
URBAN EXPLORERS CAMP, HONG KONG & HANOI
OCT 2011

Design & execution of a 5-day workshop programme for 50 px
group of 15-16 yr old students
5 staff to guide facilitate on-site group work exercises
Daily feedback sessions on teamwork, results, structuring, creative
thinking and presentation skills

ROLE:

Heritage Economics Expert / Facilitator
CLIENT:

Sumatra Heritage Society / Royal Netherlands Embassy/ Urban Solutions
RESULT:

10 heritage action plans for 10 heritage assets on the island of Sumatra
•
•
•
CAPACITY BUILDING FOR HERITAGE SOCIETIES IN SUMATRA
JUNE 2004 – MAY 2006

Capacity building programme for heritage societies in Sumatra
Training to assist in design & investment plans for historic
properties in ten cities in Sumatra.
Project consisted of three one-week workshops in Sumatra and
continuous technical assistance over the period of two years.

exhibitions &

events

We curate exhibitions and create events to increase awareness of the value of built heritage in Asian cities.
All aspects, from graphic design to audiovisuals, can be tailored to deliver key messages in a creative innovative way.

ROLE:

Developer / Curator
CLIENT:

Very HK / Lord Wilson Trust, Hong Kong
RESULT:

Published research project & mobile app on traditional trades in Aberdeen
•
•
•
DOCUMENTING TRADITIONAL TRADES, ABERDEEN
FEB – DEB 2015

Cultural mapping exercise to document traditional trades in Aberdeen
recognised by HK government as intangible heritage
Results in an audio-visual and text-photography based documentation
of historical and contemporary aspects of the trades
Two publications: ‘Tales of Aberdeen’ website & publication & ‘iDiscover
Aberdeen’ mobile app

ROLE:

Developer / Curator
CLIENT:

Royal Institute for Chartered Surveyors (RICS), Hong Kong
RESULT:

8 panel exhibition on heritage revitalisation projects in Hong Kong
•

•
CONFERENCE EXHIBITION HK REVITALISATION PROJECTS
NOV 14-JAN 15

RICS-HK hosted an international heritage conservation conference in
January 2015 to provide a platform for regulators, operators and
professionals to agree on a series of recommendations to the government
This conference exhibition showcased eight case studies of heritage
revitalisation projects in Hong Kong, highlighting the operational, financial
and management aspects

ROLE:

Content Curator
CLIENT:

Child Welfare Scheme & Team Building Asia, Hong Kong
RESULT:

One-day fundraising event showcasing Wan Chai’s heritage
•
•
•
URBAN ADVENTURE RACE IN WAN CHAI
JAN – MAR 2015

CWS organizes an annual urban adventure race to raise funds for their
charity
Teams navigate from checkpoint to checkpoint. They solve clues and
compete in typical traditional games to reach their final destination
Urban Discovery prepared questions and games showcasing Wan Chai’s
unique heritage

ROLE:

Audio-visual production
CLIENT:

Hong Kong Maritime Museum
RESULT:

4 minute video documentary on ‘dying trades’ in Hong Kong
•
•

DOCUMENTARY FOR ‘MADE IN HK’ EXHIBITION
JAN – SEPT 2015

HSBC 150th anniversary will be celebrated with a large ‘Made
in Hong Kong’ exhibition in the HK Maritime Museum
For the ‘City of Talent’ section Urban Discovery produced a 4
minute video documentary on dying traditional trades in this
fast changing metropolis

mobile Apps

“

mobile Apps

“

p u b l i c a t i o n s

We produce publications and products to increase awareness of the value of built heritage in Asian cities.

ROLE:

Editor in Chief
CLIENT:

Urban Discovery
RESULT:

Children’s book about ‘forgotten places’ in HK
•

•

Illustrated 50-page hard cover book that tells children about
history & identity of 8 places in HK through the eyes of a local
boy and his grandfather
Includes passport, stickers, and treasure hunt maps to
encourage children to go out and explore themselves

EXPLORE HONG KONG CHILDRENS BOOK
JUNE 14 – ONGOING

ROLE:

Producer
CLIENT:

Urban Discovery
RESULT:

Children’s pencil cases and placemats about ‘forgotten places’ in HK
•
•

EXPLORE HONG KONG CHILDRENS PRODUCTS
JUNE 14 – ONGOING

•
•

Series of locally produced children products to further
enhance the learning experience
Produced by a local social enterprise that provided
employment opportunities to disadvantaged women
Made of 100% recyclable material
Sold as part of the children’s book package

ROLE:

Editor in Chief
CLIENT:

European Union
RESULT:

Book about historic town preservation in Elmina
•
•
•
ELMINA HERITAGE PRESERVATION PUBLICATION
2008

a 144-page hard-cover book that tells the story of a unique
project that transformed the historic town of Elmina in Ghana
interviews with the project key stakeholders
concludes with 10 lessons learned for urban heritage
revitalisation

3.

RESULTS & ACHIEVEMENTS

achievements

WE ARE PROUD TO HAVE:

consulting
&
research

professional
training

5

Historic buildings saved from demolition in Indonesia

1

Dialogue for heritage conservation re-established between

6

Developers active in Macau market more aware of heritage

NGO sector & government in Tibilisi, Georgia

1,000+

professionals in heritage NGO’s trained in feasibility
studies for adaptive re-use of historic buildings

95

students at local secondary schools and universities
engaged in cultural exploration activities

exhibitions
& events

2
2,365
HK$500,000

mobile

exhibitions on heritage co-curated

people participated in City Challenge Events

raised for charity

Apps

6,718
230
publications

5,000+

individuals explored the backstreets of Hong Kong through
corporate team building or company social events

downloads per month of the iDiscover app

copies sold of our publications

urban discovery
success &

brand awareness

INDUSTRY RATING
Top 10 tripadvisor rating ‘things to do in Hong Kong’
Winner Certificate of Excellence 2014

PROFESSIONAL RECOGNITION
Frequently asked as contributor/moderator/facilitator for seminars and
conferences e. g. Urban Land Institute, HK Royal Institute for Chartered
Surveyors, Cities Development Initiative for Asia, HK Design Institute, European
Union Academic Programme Hong Kong
Member of the Advisory Board of Yangon Heritage Trust
AWARDS
Winner Dutch Cham Magic Touch Award 2011 for ‘Innovative business
approach , contribution to the preservation of Hong Kong’s cultural heritage
and the community in general’
Winner Cathay Pacific Shooting Star Award 2014 for ‘successful, innovative,
creative and sustainable entrepreneurship’
MEDIA COVERAGE
Hong Kong/Macau: SCMP, Post Magazine, SCMP 48 Hours, Time-Out, The Sun,
Oriental Sunday, Playtimes, Sai Kung Magazine, Macau Tatler, Macau Daily News,
Horizon Turbo Jet On-Board Magazine
Indonesia: Pos Bali, Portaljatim, Tempo, Surya, Jakarta Post
International: Economist, Financial Times, China Daily, Talisman Travel
On-line: ‘Inspire me With’, Sassy, Necescity, Localizz, The HK Hub, HK Madame,
Coconuts, Zolima City Mag
CLIENT REVIEWS
‘Leaves us with a great memory of Hong Kong’ IWC SHAFHAUSSEN
‘Great initiative that made me see parts of HK I never expected to see’ CHANEL
‘Very well executed with lots of attention for detail’ GENZYME
‘They should make this compulsory for every newcomer to Hong Kong’ PHILIPS
‘Superb job in showing us Wanchai’s nooks and crannies‘ HK JOCKEY CLUB
‘Think you know Hong Kong? Think again!’ CWS CITY CHALLANGE
‘A real local experience; highlight of my holiday!’ TRIPADVISOR
‘I’ve lived in this city for 20 years but today you’ve shown me places that I never

“

knew existed’ – ING GROUP
'We all hadtraditional
lots of fun and aHong
wonderful
in Hong Kong,
you Urban Discovery will
"Discover
Kongtime
- before
it'sthanks
too to
late.
and your team.’ BUSS CAPITAL SINGAPORE – 30 PAX

introduce you to parts of the city you won't have seen before.”

SCMP MAGAZINE

in

press:

Zolima CityMag

“

Jan

2016

'We all had lots of fun and a wonderful time in Hong Kong, thanks to you

“there is also an economic argument to be made, that keeping a city‟s historic
and your team.’ BUSS CAPITAL SINGAPORE – 30 PAX

fabric intact is a long-term strategy for economic success.”

ZOLIMA CITY MAGAZINE

p. 5
3

in

press:

Silk Road

“

Jul

2016

'We all had lots of fun and a wonderful time in Hong Kong, thanks to you

p. 5
3

“it is now possible for you to guide yourself around a city while still enjoying the
and your team.’ BUSS CAPITAL SINGAPORE – 30 PAX

knowledge of a local expert.”

SILK ROAD

in

press:

Silk Road

“

Jul

2016

'We all had lots of fun and a wonderful time in Hong Kong, thanks to you

p. 5
3

“…even if it is a neighbourhood you think you know well, there are sure to be some
and your team.’ BUSS CAPITAL SINGAPORE – 30 PAX

surprises along the way.”

SILK ROAD

in

press:

Myanmar Times

“

Dec 2015

'We all had lots of fun and a wonderful time in Hong Kong, thanks to you

”Anand
application
meant
toSINGAPORE
spotlight
the city‟s heritage.”
your team.’ BUSS
CAPITAL
– 30 PAX

MYANMAR TIMES

p. 5
3

in

press:

SCMP
Sai

Letters

Kung Magazine

June 2015

An artists’ impression of what could be The Shaw Film Museum.

“

'We all had lots of fun and a wonderful time in Hong Kong, thanks to you

“Shaw House deserves a better new life to narrate its glorious past.”
andLetters
your team.’
BUSSEditor
CAPITAL& SINGAPORE
30 PAX
SCMP
to the
SAI KUNG –MAGAZINE

p. 5
3

in

press:

Volkskrant Magazine

“

'We all had lots of fun and a wonderful time in Hong Kong, thanks to you

Sep 2015

”With the iDiscover App you end up in authentic neighbourhoods, no tourist in
and your team.’ BUSS CAPITAL SINGAPORE – 30 PAX

sight.”

VOLKSKRANT MAGAZINE

p. 5
3

in

press:

Volkskrant Magazine

“

'We all had lots of fun and a wonderful time in Hong Kong, thanks to you

Sep 2015

”There is another side to this bustling metropolis, less polished, equally
and your team.’ BUSS CAPITAL SINGAPORE – 30 PAX

exciting...”

VOLKSKRANT MAGAZINE

p. 5
3

in

press:

Post Magazine

“

June 2015

'We all had lots of fun and a wonderful time in Hong Kong, thanks to you

”Hong
Kongteam.’
old BUSS
trades
are
at risk
of disappearing...”
and your
CAPITAL
SINGAPORE
– 30 PAX

POST MAGAZINE

p. 5
3

in

press:

Post Magazine

“

June 2015

'We all had lots of fun and a wonderful time in Hong Kong, thanks to you

”Hong
Kongteam.’
old BUSS
trades
are
at risk
of disappearing...”
and your
CAPITAL
SINGAPORE
– 30 PAX

POST MAGAZINE

p. 5
3

in

press:

SCMP

“

Property

Jan

2015

“Many
travel
of miles
to experience
'We allAsians
had lots of
fun andthousands
a wonderful time
in Hong Kong,
thanks to you Europe‟s cobbled streets and
historic
towns…while
seeming
to
place
little
value on their own cultural heritage.”
p.
and your team.’ BUSS CAPITAL SINGAPORE – 30 PAX

3
5

SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST

in

press:

Hinge Magazine

“

'We all had lots of fun and a wonderful time in Hong Kong, thanks to you

May

2015

p. 5
3

”A passionate advocate for meaningful preservation and adaptive reuse strategies”
and your team.’ BUSS CAPITAL SINGAPORE – 30 PAX

HINGE MAGAZINE

in

press:

Hinge Magazine

“

'We all had lots of fun and a wonderful time in Hong Kong, thanks to you

May

2015

p. 5
3

”the iDiscover City Walks app makes people more aware of their urban environment,
and your team.’ BUSS CAPITAL SINGAPORE – 30 PAX

and make heritage more tangible.”

HINGE MAGAZINE

in

press:

Hinge Magazine

“

'We all had lots of fun and a wonderful time in Hong Kong, thanks to you

May

2015

p. 5
3

”I‟m a fan of adaptive reuse. A building has a life and needs to reinvent itself.”
and your team.’ BUSS CAPITAL SINGAPORE – 30 PAX

HINGE MAGAZINE

“

in

press:

De

Telegraaf

Dec 2014

'Wewe
all had
lots of
and a wonderful
in Hong
Kong, will
thanksstart
to you to look the same”
“If
don‟t
dofun
anything,
all time
these
cities
your team.’ BUSS CAPITAL SINGAPORE – 30 PAX
DEand
TELEGRAAF

p. 5
3

In

press:

Modus Asia

“

Sep

2014

'Weone
all had
lots ofat
funthe
and avariety
wonderfulof
timelong
in Hong
Kong,benefits
thanks to you
“If
looks
term
of revitalising historic
neighbourhoods,
rather
than
individual
real
estate
assets,
the economics start
and your team.’ BUSS CAPITAL SINGAPORE – 30 PAX
to make sense” MODUS ASIA

p. 5
3

in

press:

Dutch Cultural Website Mar

“

'We all had lots of fun and a wonderful time in Hong Kong, thanks to you

2015

3
5

“Historic buildings and streets are being demolished every day and with it goes the
p.
and your team.’
BUSS CAPITAL
– 30 PAX and the collective memories.” WERALD VAN CULTUREN
traditional
trades,
theSINGAPORE
old stories

in

press:

Jakarta

“

Post

Jan

'We all had lots of fun and a wonderful time in Hong Kong, thanks to you

2015

“Too few government tourism departments understand that heritage means money”
and your
team.’ BUSS CAPITAL SINGAPORE – 30 PAX
JAKARTA
POST

p. 5
3

in

press:

Post Magazine

“

Aug 2014

'We all
had lots
of funplanner
and a wonderful
in Hong Kong,
to youthe beauty of Asia‟s
”The
Dutch
urban
is ontime
a mission
to thanks
preserve
and your team.’ BUSS CAPITAL SINGAPORE – 30 PAX

historic architecture.”

POST MAGAZINE

p. 5
3

in

press:

Inspire Me

“

With

July 2014

Read the full article at: www.inspiremewith.com/#!ester-van-steekelenburg/c19ws
'We all had lots of fun and a wonderful time in Hong Kong, thanks to you

”I‟d like to do something to „future-proof these traditional trades‟.”
and your team.’ BUSS CAPITAL SINGAPORE – 30 PAX
ESTER VAN STEEKELENBURG IN: INSPIRE ME WITH

p. 5
3

in

press:

Playtimes June 2014

“

'We all had lots of fun and a wonderful time in Hong Kong, thanks to you
“The
app unlocks secrets in Hong Kong‟s most authentic neighbourhoods.”
and your team.’ BUSS CAPITAL SINGAPORE – 30 PAX

PLAYTIMES

p. 5
3

in

press:

The Economist

“

Dec 2013

Watch video at: www.youtube.com/watch?v=1jCW_eLG-DY

”This is a once in a lifetime opportunity for an Asian city to do it right.”
ESTER VAN STEEKELENBURG IN THE ECONOMIST

lecture:
European Union Academic Program
Apr 2015

lecture:
overview

4.

IN SHORT

signature

We create value in a unique, positive, innovative and creative way

We promote local culture in Hong Kong & cities across Asia and form
a bridge between the local and international community
Through the iDiscover app, we’re unlocking local knowledge, adding
value and bringing it to a market with genuine growth potential
We are a social enterprise with a mission and we convey an
important message about quality of life and heritage preservation

unlocking city secrets
in Asia’s most
authentic
neighbourhoods

EXPLORE

LEARN

CELEBRATE

contact

contact:
E info@urbandiscovery.asia
W www.urbandiscovery.asia

address:
1/F, TGN Innovation Hub,
118 Wai Yip Street, Kwun Tong, Hong Kong
香港觀塘偉業街118號TGN Innovation Hub 一樓

